PowerSpeaking®
An intensive, skill-based workshop that transforms people into confident presenters. Includes planning checklists and individual feedback.

Speaking Up®
Strategies for communicating important ideas to leaders. Based on interviews with C-level decision makers and 15 years experience with content / curriculum. Includes participant and mentor checklists.

HighTechSpeaking®
Designed specifically for engineers, scientists, and other technical presenters. Translate complex details into a logical, concise framework.

Confident Speaking for Women
Dedicated to women rising in the organization, this highly interactive 3-hour working session is devoted to examining communication strengths and elevating personal awareness on how to leverage your words, your body language, and accelerate career strategies.

Sales Speaking®
Gives sales professionals the confidence, skills, and strategies they need to engage and persuade decision makers.

FastTrackSpeaking®
This hybrid course combines the best from our PowerSpeaking or HighTechSpeaking with Speaking Up: Presenting to Executives programs.

Our global team can deliver a custom curriculum to meet your specific requirements. Superior communication skill is the result.

Coaching
Tailored guidance for leaders, key individuals, and groups by master coaches with substantial experience. Prep for any high-stakes presentation—a product launch, a board meeting, a sales kickoff.

Achieving Meeting Success
An intensive, skill-based workshop that transforms people into confident presenters. Includes planning checklists and individual feedback.

Global Presentations™
Quick way to fine-tune a talk for a global audience. Ideal for entering a new cultural environment or presenting to worldwide locations.

We offer Virtual Platform Delivery options via WebEx and Adobe for our programs.

Get the format you need, face-to-face or online. Our master trainers offer large group sessions, intensive individualized-focused workshops, or personal coaching. Participants learn a step-by-step approach to achieve repeatable communication success.